With rhe explosive gmwth of video applications over the packet switchminetworks, many appmaches have been pmposed to stream video effecrively overpacket switched. best-effort networks. In our previous work, we pmposed a framework with a receiver driven pmtocol ro coordinate simultaneous video streaming fmm multiple senders to a single receiver in order to achieve higher throughput. and to increase rolerance to packet loss and delay due to network congestion. The mceiver-driven pmtocol employs two algorithms: the rate allocation andpacketparririon. me rate allocarion algorithm determines the sending rate for each sender: while thepackel partition algorithm ensures no sender sends the same packets. and a t the same time, minimizes rhe pmbability oflate packers. In this paper, we extend the rate allocation scheme to be used with Forward Ermr Correction (FEC) in order io mlnlmize the pmbability ofpacket loss in a bursty loss environment such one due to network congestion. Using both simulations and actual Internet experiments. we demonstrate the effectiveness of our rare allocalion scheme in reducing packet loss. and hence, achieving higher visual quality for the streamed video.
INTRODUCTION
Video streaming over best-effort. packet-switched networks is challen ing due to a number of factors such as. high bit rates. delay, antloss sensitivity. To this end, many solutions have been ro posed. From source coding perspective, layered and error-resilent video codecs have been proposed to deal with packet loss, heterogeneity. and time-varying nature of the Internet 121. From network erspective. there are a proaches based on multicast (61 and TCP-kendly rotocols 12, 8 to reduce bandwidth and jitter for streaming mul&nedia data over the Internet. A number of these Fig. 1 . Disrributed video swaming architecture schemes assume a single k e d route behveen the receiver and the sender throughout the session. If the network is congested along that route. video sweaming suffers from high loss rate and jitter. Based on these. our previous work [I] proposed a distributed video streaming framework in which multiple senders simultaneously stream video to a single receiver to effectively provide the required throughput as shown in Figure 1 . Having multiple senders is also a diversification scheme in that it combats unpredictability of congestion in the Internet. If the route between a particular sender and the receiver experiences congestion durin streaming, the receiver can redistribute streaming rates among o b r senders, thus resulting in smooth video delivery. There have been other works dealing with simultaneous downloading of non-real time data from multiple mirror sites. For example. the authors in 151 use Tornado codes to download data simultaneously from multiple mirror sites.
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To successfull stream video from multi le senders, we assume that the avairable aggregate bandwidth kom all the senders to the receiver exceeds the required video bit rate. We also assume that the routes from the client to the senders do not share the same congestion link. If there is congestion on a shared link between two senders. the lost packets between different senders are correlated, our assumption of independent packet losses between routes for the analyses on optimal sendingrates will no longer hold.
The previously proposed rate allocation algorithm in 111 aims to minimize number of lost packets, assumin the lost packets are identically and independently distributed. #owever. this rate allocation algorithm is based on a packet loss model with uniform distribution. which has been shown to be inadequate for bursty acket loss due to congestions in the packet switched networks. fn addition, our previous rate allocation does not use FEC to protect data. potentially leading to unacceptably long delay due to retransmissions of lost packets. In this a er. we extend rate allocation scheme in [I] to be used with & t i n bursty loss environments. The rest of our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefl describe our previously pro osed trans ort protocol. In Section {we introduce a novel rate aeocation scgeme to be used with FEC minimizing the probabilit of packet loss. In Section 4. we present simulations and actual rntemet experimental results. Finally, we will conclude in Section 5.
PROTOCOL OVERVIEW 2.1. Transport Protocol
In this section. we briefly describe our protocol originally proposed in [I] . Our transport protocol Is a receiver-driven one in which, the receiver coordinates transmissions from multiple senders based on the information received from the senders. Each sender estimates and sends its round trip time to the receiver. The receiver uses the estimated round trip times and its estimates of senders' loss rates to calculate the optimal sending rate for each sender. When the receiver decides lo change any of the senders' sending rates due to changes in conditions of various routes. it sends an identical control packet to each sender. The control packet contains the synchronization sequence number and the o timai sending rates as calculated by the receiver for all senders. k i n g the specified sendin rates and synchronization sequence number. each sender runs a fistributed packet partition algorithm lo determine the next packet to be sent.
Rate Allocation Algorithm
In our proposed protocol In Ill. the receiver computes the optimal sending rate for each sender based on its loss rate and estimated available bandwidth as proposed in 131. The problem of allocating o timal sending rate to each sender can be stated as follows. Let 8 be the total number of senders, and L(i, t) and S(i, t) be the estimated loss and sending rates. respectively for sender i over an interval (t,t+ 6) . Ourgoal is to find S ( i , t ) , i = {l ...A'}, in such a way as to minimize the total lost packets during intenal (t, t+ 6 ) given by using the 6acket partition~algorithm. All the senders simultaneousl run this algorithm to ensure that no two or more senders senzthe same video packet, and also to minimize the probability of packets arriving late at the receiver due to network jitter. The algorithm can be described as follows. Each sender receives control The basic idea in our packet partition algorithm is that amon ., . .
I .
packet is laic. The dciails on cstimaiing A ( t , k ) and dher practical iwws can be found in I I]. 
PROPOSED DISTRIBUTED STREAMING WITH FEC
(5)
where 
where P ( m , i, N,) is the probability that i packets are lost out of the N , packets sent b sender m. C ( K , No, N I ) is the probability that more than 2-K ackets are lost out of a total NO + NI packets sent by both sen8,rs. Since we assume independent packet loss along the two routes. the probability of j lost packets out of NO + N , packets sent by both senders can be written j -i , N l ) . Therefore. the probability of more than N -K lost packets out of NO i N I packets sent is Ci=N-K+l % + N I E:=, P(O,i, N o ) P ( l , j -i, N I ) , As indicated in the constraints in (7). p i s the sending rate of sender m. which is required to be less than or equal to the estimated TCP-friendly bandwidth. Since the sum of the sending rates by the two senders equals to the required sending rate for the video, we have N I + NO = N . In this paper. we assume that the aggregate TCP-friendly rate is always greater than or e ual to the video bit rate. The procedure to compute P (m,i, N,,,? is shown in the Appendix. Using P(m, i, N,,,), we search over all possible values of NO and N I such that the constraints in (7) are satisfied. and C ( K , NO, N I ) , the probability of irrecoverable packet loss is minimized.
Numerical Characterhation
To compare the capabili to recover lost packets uslng our optimal sending rate allocation x r two senders against that of using one sender, we numerically com Ute and compare the probabilitles of irrecoverable loss across digrent model parameters (pgo0d, p6.d) for the two followin scenarios. In 'two senders" scenario. packets are simultaneous& sent along two "loss-independent" mutes A and B while in "one sender" scenario, all packets are sent along route A. We vary the model parameters in our com utations to determine the robustness of the optimal sending rate alfocation under different network conditions. For cyrvenience. we refer to the average time that a sender spends in ood" and "bad" states as average good and bad times, respectivJy The parameters of the two routes n as follows. The average good time of routes A and B are identicarand they vary from 1s to 5s. The average bad time of route A remains constant at 0.02s while average bad time of route B nrie; from 0.02s to 0.2s. The probability that a packet is lost while in ood" and "bad" states is 0 and 1. respectively The aggregateseningrate of both "two senders" and "onesender" scenario is 500kbps. and the packet size is set to 500 bytes. In both scenarios, packets are protected using RS( 100,88) codes.
Figure 3(a) shows the probability of irrecoverable loss for for the two sender scenario usin our rate allocation algorithm in Section 3.2. The y-axis shows t& average good times for both routes A and B ranging from 1s to 5s. while the x-axis shows the avera e bad time of route B ranging from 0.02s to 0.2s. The z-axis in t i e same figure shows the probability of irrecoverable loss using optimal rate partition between two routes A and B at different average y d and bad times. As an example, the point (0.05,2,0.01) in t e graph indicates that the minimum probability of irrecoverable loss is 0.01 when the average good times for both routes A and B are 2s. while the average bad time for routes A and B are 0.02s and 0.05s. respectively. Figure 3(a) indicates that the probability of irrecoverable loss varies mostly with the average bad time while it remains relatively constant with respect to the avera e good time except when the average good time is small. This o%senation is intuitively plausible since we would expect a route with long avera e bad ilmc to have longer burru df lost packets. icadmi to higfer robdbilily of irrecoverable ioss. The z-axis in Figure ? If howwer, the average bad time of route B is less than 0.07s. it is advantagous to use both routes A and B to send packets at the appropriate rates. For certain model parameters. the irrecoverable loss probability usin optimal rate partition scheme is almost 35 times less than that o7the uni-sender one.
SIMULATIONS RESULTS
In this section, we perform both MatLab simulations and actual lntemet experiments to show that our o timal rate allocation scheme results in fewer lost packets and lead! to higher visual quality for the streamed video.
MaiLab Shulatiolu
To validate our numerical results of the o timal rate allocation. we perform the following two simulations. ! n the first simulation,
we simulate a single sender and receiver by sending all the video packets uslng a single mute in which. the packet I u s behavior is modeled as a two-state continuous Markov chain. In the second simulation, we bimulate multlpie senders and single receiver by The video in the simulations is a 1.5Mbps MPEG-1 video sequence taken from MPEG-7 test suite, which is then transcoded using H.263 encoder with error-resilient o tion at 720kbps. The video is then packetized into 500bytes paclets. and all packets are further orotected bv RS(100.90\ codes. makinr the total video ~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~ bit rate'approximaiely 800khs. ' After ~FEC decoding at the receiver. if there is still an irrecoverable loss. we use a simple errorconcealment technique to conceal the visually degraded frames. Basically, the error-concealment technique re laces the lost group of blocks (GOB) of the current frame with C?OB of the rwious frame. and copies the motion vectors of the lost GOB Fmm the GOB above it. Using optimal rate allocation for two independent, identical routes with the above simulation parameters. we obtain the equal sending rates of 400kbps for each route. Figure 4 (a) shows the number of lost packets per 100 versus packet sequence number in the first simulation where ackets are sent at 8OOkbps using only one route. A point above $e horizontal line represents an irrecoverable loss event. As seen. there are 7 instances of irrecoverable loss in which the number of lost packets exceeds 10. Figure 4 (b) shows the number of lost packets out of 100 versus packet sequence number in the second simulation where packets are sent simultaneously at the optimal rate of 400kbps on each route. In this simulation. there is only one instance where FEC cannot recover the lost packets. Clearly using the optimal sending rate allocation scheme to send packets on two "loss inde endent routes results in fewer lost packets than that of sending aly packets on only one route. Next, we compare the mean squared error (MSE) of pixel values between the sent and the received frames as a function of time. Hi her MSE re resents lower fidelity of the video. Figure 4(c) sfows the M A in dB, resulting from both experiments, with the dotted and solid lines representing the MSE from unisender and multi-sender simulations, respectively As seen, peaks in MSE closely reflect instances at which irrecoverable loss occur.
Visual inspection has shown that these peaks in MSE resuit in noticeable visual de dation of the video. Hence, the multi-sender scheme results i n c t t e r visual qualiq than uni-sender scheme for the streamed video. pass events. Since we are using RS(100,90). irrecoverable loss hap ens when there are more than 10 lost packets per 100 sent pacRets. As seen, there are 5 instances of irrecoverable loss for uni-sender case where only one sender is used to stream video to receiver. On the other hand, in multi-sender experiment shown in Figure 5(b) . when both senders at Sweden and Purdue university stream video simultaneously to the receiver at U.C. Berkeley, all the lost packets are successfully recovered by FEC. The average packet loss rates for the uni-sender and multi-sender experiments are 0.05% and 0.08%. respectively An interesting point to note is that even thou h the average loss rates in two experiments are well below IO%, ~.(100,90) code in experiment one cannot recover all the lost packet due to the bursty loss nature of Internet.
Internet Experiments
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Packet loss probability when sender m is in state i PE Transition probability from state i to state j for sender m Let &(k,n) a Prob(L,(n) = k,S,(n) = jlS,(O) = i) denote the probability that sender m is in state j . and there are k lost packets after it sends n packets. given that it is intially in state i. We can compute g c ( k , n) recursively by conditioning on the previous state 1. and by using the total probability theorem to obtain G ( k , n ) = 1 [@?(k -1 , n -l)pgp$*(j) (8) 
